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Literary
treasures
defiled,
improved
UNB English Department to mix
lasers, zombies, and the 16th century

Adorable kitten wakes up from nap

EVIL?
Drawing the line
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TROOPER
Boy has rocket feet
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McDonald’s plagued with
irony, blames vegetarians
Creamer reporter accused of being a “Communist vegetarian”

BY RORY BOREALIS
The Dairy Creamer

Local superhero Radical Gnarly
Man stated in a press release
Thursday that he will continue to be
radical and gnarly, despite the war
in Iraq.

“There’s no way that I’m going to
let this little war stop my radical
gnarliness,” Radical Gnarly Man
said. “I’m so radical that nothing can
stop the gnar.”

Radical Gnarly Man, who has
been attributed wearing moccasins

Radical Gnarly Man not afraid of war

BY M.E. STINGKISH
The Dairy Creamer

Superhero to keep
doing lots of stuff

Despite mainstream media
reports, it turns out that so-called
“Friendly Fire” isn’t friendly at all.

“The American soldiers said that
they wanted to be our friends,”
explained Tommy Smith, a British
Infantryman, “And then when our
backs were turned, they started
shooting at us! How is that
friendly?”

Other British soldiers are
reflecting that attitude, saying that
they don’t want to be friends with

Friendly fire not so
friendly: soldiers
BY HARRY SCOTT
The Dairy Creamer

Taking a cue from the movie industry, UNB’s English
department has decided to update various literary classics to
make them more appealing to younger audiences.

“We were getting the impression that students found the
class materials a litle boring,” said department head Roger
Plowed. “And who can blame them, right? I’ve honestly never
been able to get past page three of Paradise Lost... And don’t
even get me started on that Chaucer crap.”

The first works scheduled to be revised, however, are those
of playwright William Shakespeare.

“I recently saw a summary of the new MacBeth,” said
Plowed, hopping with excitement. “It’s gonna be totally
awesome! Macbeth himself is now an evil droid sent from the
future by three evil alien witches.”

Other significant changes involve the character of Banquo,
who is murdered in a “way cool disemboweling.” Also, he
returns to MacBeth not as a ghost, but as a brain-craving
zombie. Finally, the character of MacDuff will wield a laser-
sword to smite his opponents.

“The students will be down with that, I think,” said Plowed.
“Who doesn’t like lasers? And zombies are the shit, too. They
eat brains, for Christ’s sake! That’s hardcore!”

Plowed went on to detail changes to other Shakespeare
classics.

“Romeo & Juliet needed some serious re-working. All that
star-crossed lovers crap is so 1590s... We’re thinking of making
Romeo Juliet’s gay roommate, like on Will & Grace. The
original end was also a total downer. I’m keeping my fingers
crossed we can work more puppies into it,” Plowed said, using
one hand to cross all the fingers on his other.

BY PATRICK IN DER LUFT
The Dairy Creamer
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STRETCHING: This seemingly unimportant kitten is taking precedence over all other news.
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McDonald’s Canada is
defending itself against
allegations that there is
nothing heroic about the
Hockey Hero sandwich being
sold in stores across the
country.

The McDonalds
corporation met with local
media yesterday afternoon to
discuss the controversy

surrounding the burger.
“How could you possibly

say that 13 pounds of ground
beef isn’t heroic?  I’m telling
you, this criticism is just
another goddamn vegetarian
conspiracy,” shouted
restaurant representative Ted
Welton.

Although endorsed by
some of hockey’s biggest
stars, tests have shown that
the Hockey Hero sandwich is
actually detrimental to one’s

ability to make a goal or a
save during a game of hockey.

“I’ve been feeding my kids
these things every day before
games and just last week, my
eldest son, Tim, threw up all
over the ice. You could see the
bacon all over the blue line.
I’m glad he didn’t get cheese,
because…then…there would
have…been, uh, cheese too,”
said one distraught parent.

The Hockey Hero
Sandwich is friggin’ huge

McDonalds spokesperson
Dorothy Adams had a few
arguments to make about the
allegations.

“It all depends on how you
want to define the term ‘hero.’
If you are referring to some
kind of a Greek god or Tim
Allen physique, then maybe
the Big Mac is a better choice.
However, here at
McDonald’s, we like to think

in the nude and also for hindering
the diabolical plans of his
stepmother, plans to be more radical
than ever before.

“I’m so gonna
beat up kids who
smoke pot and
drink underage
all the time. It’ll
be so totally
a w e s o m e . ”
RGM said of his
new plans. “I got
these new ninja
stars from my
ninja catalogue that are so rad.”

Radical Gnarly Man’s most recent
accomplishment, he explained, was
the capturing of Fredericton’s most

infamous criminal, Not-So Radical
Gnarly Man.

Not-So Radical Gnarly Man is
know for his completely uncool
wardrobe, along with his habits of
mischievously studying biology,
chemistry and on his spare time,
mathematics.

“That guy was so not radical that
he had to be put in jail forever,”
Radical Gnarly Man said on
Thursday.

“Not-So Radical Gnarly Man is no
longer a threat to Fredericton
citizens thanks to the sustained
efforts of Radical Gnarly Man,” Cpl.
Roger Hammond said at a press

the Americans because if they get
much friendlier, someone could end
up dead.

“In England when you are friends
with another man, you show it with
hugs, and lots of them,” added
Tommy. “We’re much more
comfortable with hugs.”

The confusion has even been
echoed by other American soldiers
who have been equally perplexed
by their fellow countrymen’s
actions.

“Life is dangerous enough out

Please see McDonald’s/Page A2
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Weather: Cowjackings

GNARLY
Not afraid



First year UNB student Phil “The Hippy” Clarke
can’t admit when Phish performs poorly, say at
least two of his friends.

“We all used to like Phish,” said long-time friend
and smoking buddy Jon LeBlanc. “And most of
our group still does. But a lot of us have moved
on, and actually started listening to other bands
too.”

LeBlanc said Clarke refuses to listen to anything
else, and even when he does, he “irritates the hell
out of everyone around him.”

“He just goes on about how much better Phish
is,” said LeBlanc.

“Like last week, when we were all grooving to
the sultry sounds of [local funk sensation] Fueberry
Blunk. He just kept saying ‘Ah they like, totally
stole that riff from Phish. I can’t believe that
drummer’s wearing a mumu. Yeah. real original.’
He just wouldn’t shut up.”

LeBlanc said he noticed Clarke’s problem after
Phish’s recent televised appearance on NBC’s
Saturday Night Live, when lead singer Trey
Anastasio blatantly forgot a couple of lines.

“Phil tried to convince us that Trey did it on

purpose, and that he purposefully messed up the
lines to demonstrate the negative effects of
‘corporatizing’ the arts on network television.”

“I mean, what the hell is `corporatization’? I
swear us hippies get a way
with a lot these days.”

Joe ‘Stankypits’ Rossdale,
another of Clarke’s friends,
echoed LeBlanc’s concerns:

“I mean, I like Phish a lot.
Phil just doesn’t understand
that Phish, like any other
band, is capable of screwing
up.”

Rossdale said that Clarke
once claimed that Phish even
“breathes on a level which no

other artist will ever rival.”
“And another thing,” continued Rossdale. “He

keeps going on about how cool this show called
“SpongeBob Squarepants” is. Quite honestly, I
don’t think he’s even seen the show. But I guess
its ‘cool’ for pot-smokers to watch it. Or at least
say they do.”

Clarke said his plans for the summer include
going to see as many Phish shows as possible, and
“kicking some serious fooseball ass.”

Phish fan won’t admit
Phish aren’t always
brilliant geniuses
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BY CHRIS WILSON-PHILLIPS
The Dairy Creamer

UNB’s own PIMP-T may be a Vanilla Ice
wannabe, but he’s still got dance moves flyer than
MC Hammer.

Either way, UNB Student Union officials
recently released a public
statement warning students
to “be on guard for a white,
suburban male claiming to
‘Drop rhymes like a bullet.”

Growing concern on
campus among
administrators and students
has led to the creation of a
“Vanilla Ice Wannabe Safety
Patrol,” which will operate
at all hours of the day.

“We’ll get that PIMP-T,
and his little dog too,” said
VIWSP team leader Audrey Wilson-Smith.

But Student Union President believes she
already knows the location of the whiggity-
whiggity white boy.

“You can find him in da club,” said SU President
Kate Twitfiled.

PIMP-T is recognized East-Canada-wide for his
high-intensity stage presence, but not much is
known about his appearance, although recent
eyewitness accounts describe him as “Vanilla Ice
with a goatie.”

Although not in possession of V-Ice’s staple
haircut, PIMP-T has been known to wear a wig and
has dance moves akin to rap legend MC Hammer.

In a recent phone interview with the elusive
rapper, PIMP-T — ever referring to himself in the
third person — had this to say:

“Admittedly, PIMP-T isn’t your average pimp,

nor your average rapper.  He claims to be more of
a sentimental pimp, who is “poking fun at the state
of hip-hop,” but at the same time expresses his
conscious side through the acronym ‘Power Is
Mindful Peace.’

PIMP-T, or T-PMIP backwards, admits that
criticism for his work has been anywhere from
positive to negative, and even posinegative, which
doesn’t make any sense because it’s not a word.

He continued:
“This two sided approach used by PIMP-T has

left more than one person murmuring ‘split
personality disorder.’  Since August’s lead guitarist
Ethan Young-Lai had this to add, “a lot of people I
talk to can’t decide if he’s a genius or a lunatic or
maybe both.”

When asked why he was talking like a newspaper
story, the rapper added:

“You don’t know me.”
An unnamed source at Saskatchewan-based The
Sheaf was quoted saying:

“The Bruns is all over PIMP-T like he wasn’t a
giant knob. That paper needs a better screening
process.”

An unnamed source at the Bruns replied:
 “I realize that there’s probably not too much to

do in Saskatchewan, but perhaps you would
consider putting all of your irate energy about the
album into improving your newspaper?”

And then The Sheaf replied, but not really,
because I just made this up:

“Oh yeah well we’re stupid and The
Brunswickan is really smart, especially Chris
Wilson-Smith, even though he isn’t there anymore,
and isn’t that team leader of the safety patrol
Chris’s grandmother?”
 Police are advising students to run to the nearest
safety phone and call someone they trust if PIMP-
T is sighted.

UNB home to Vanilla
Ice wannabe?
BY P TITTY
The Dairy Creamer

CLARKE
Phish Phanatic

The lost
Turd
By KRAM NOREMAC
FRIDAY, APRIL 4

SCORPRICORNIUS (13/1-14/34):
You don’t exist, so stop trying to make
me tell you the future. I don’t believe in
you. NOW GET OUT OF MY HEAD!!

ARIES (3/21-4/19): You will travel to
an exciting new land, filled with adventure
and fun. To get there, you will rent a
motorized unicycle.

TAURUS (4/20-5/20): You will vanish
into thin air in late June. To find yourself
again, try singing the alphabet backwards
really fast.

GEMINI (5/21-6/21): This summer
will be the greatest one this year. It will
be packed with stories to tell next year,
some of which are incriminating.

CANCER (6/22-7/22): You will enter
into a time loop and relive the next four
months over and over again. You’ve
already read this, haven’t you?

LEO (7/23-8/22): All your fantasies
will come true this summer vacation, even
the one about the sock puppet and the
peanut butter.

VIRGO (8/23-9/22): You will try
skydiving and fail, but don’t worry, you’ll
get it the second time.

LIBRA (9/23-10/22): You will
accidentally kill your twin and take over
their life, pretending that to be them, and
that you killed the other one out of self-
defense.

SCORPIO (10/23-11/21): You will
awake with a third arm one night after
too much drinking. At first you will be
shocked, but you will grow to love it.

SAGITTARIUS (11/22-12/21): You
will eat nothing but sandwiches all
summer. Every kind will be different, and
you will write a book about it. I envy you.

CAPRICORN (12/22-1/19): Your
favorite stuffed animal will go missing,
but don’t worry, as it travels of its own
free will.

AQUARIUS (1/20-2/18): You will
wake up inside a dumpster with nothing
but one sock and a silly hat on. It’s your
brother’s fault.

PISCES (2/19-3/20): Your snot is
contagious, and a big mucus-filled
epidemic will occur when you sneeze on
the bus.

EMINEM
Not relevant




